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Abstract
The concept of “bulong” (“whisper” in Tagalog/Filipino language, “medicine”
and “wonder” in some Visayan languages, and “leaf” in Ilokano dialect) is
associated with some important cultural practices in different domains in some
Philippine ethno-linguistic groups. This paper was able to gather 15 different
Philippine cultural practices associated with this concept and subjected them to
a comparative structural analysis as well as to a comparative study of their
foundational powers. This paper was guided by the questions: 1) what are the
primary Philippine cultural practices that are associated with the concept of
“bulong”?; 2) what are the structural models of these cultural practices?; 3) what
are the forms of power that undergird these said practices?; 4) what are the
most common and the least common structural models of these same
practices?; and 5) what are the most common and least common forms of
power that undergird them? The intention of this paper is to attain a deeper
understanding of bulong as an important Filipino cultural concept. This paper
has three substantial sections. The first one addressed the first three guide
questions. Specifically, the first guide question was tackled using the
descriptive method; the second one, using the construction of structural
models; and the third one, using the theory of power proposed by Pierre
Bourdieu. The second substantive section of this paper addressed the fourth
guide question by classifying the 15 structural models, using four
taxonomizers, into six types and by reckoning the frequencies of the said 15
structural models against these six types. The third substantive section
addressed the fifth guide question by again classifying some 28 instances of
power into 14 forms of foundational power and by reckoning the frequencies of
the said 28 instances against these 14 forms.
Keywords: Bulong, Budong, Bulungan, Bulung-bulungan, Structural Models of
Bulong, Power, Theory of Power of Bourdieu
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Introduction
The concept of “bulong” (“whisper” in Tagalog/Filipino language, “medicine” and
“wonder” in some Visayan languages, and “leaf” in Ilokano dialect) is associated with some
important cultural practices in different domains in a number of Philippine ethno-linguistic
groups. This paper was able to gather 15 different Philippine cultural practices associated
with this concept and subjected them to a comparative structural analysis as well as to a
comparative study of their foundational power. This paper was guided by the questions: 1)
what are the primary Philippine cultural practices that are associated with the concept of
“bulong”?; 2) what are the structural models of these cultural practices?; 3) what are the
forms of power that undergird these said practices?; 4) what are the most common and the
least common structural models of these same practices?; and 5) what are the most common
and least common forms of power that undergird them? The intention of this paper is to
attain a fuller and deeper understanding of bulong as a key Filipino cultural concept.
Based on these guide problems, this paper has three substantive sections. The first
one addressed the first three guide questions. To give adequate descriptions to the 15
primary Philippine cultural practices that are associated with bulong, this paper scraped the
meagre literature about this concept, and supplemented their information with the
researchers’ own cultural observations and insights. For each cultural practice, this paper
ascertained the following details: 1) the geography where it occurs, 2) the process of doing
it, 3) its expected result, 4) the person/s involved who wield/s its foundational power, and
5) the relatively powerless person/s involved, if there is/are.
In constructing the structural model of each cultural practice, this paper started with
a generic configuration using the just mentioned third, fourth and fifth details of such
practice, with the concept of “bulong” itself placed at the middle:

Figure 1. Generic configuration used in constructing the structural models of the 15 cultural
practices associated with the bulong

With figure 1, the structural model of each cultural practice was completed by
tracing the lines of relationships and interactions of the involved elements of the generic
configuration. The elements that are not part of a specific cultural practice are blurred in its
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emerging structural model.
In studying the foundational powers that undergird the cultural practices, this paper
used as a springboard the theory of power proposed by the French sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu (1930-2002). If for Karl Marx (1818-1883) power is basically money, and financial
and economic wealth, Bourdieu (1986) believed that there are four primary forms of power:
1) economic power that Marx already thoroughly studied, 2) cultural power, 3) social power,
and 4) symbolic power.1 As already mentioned, Bourdieu’s economic power is equivalent to
Marx’s basic power. This pertained to wealth, money, land, livestock, stocks, shares and
other similar things. Cultural power pertained to professional knowledge, technical skills,
education, and skills in speaking, knowledge of the arts and culture, and trained aesthetic
taste (Bourdieu, 1986). Social power is about connections, relatives, allies, and business
associates that can provide assistance, exchanges of goods, commerce, protection,
endorsements, and other similar things (Bourdieu, 1986).
Symbolic power pertained to honor and to formal and non-formal political authority
that make other people follow the ones holding such power (Bourdieu, 1990). This paper
used Bourdieu’s four types of power in looking into the specific forms of power and their
discursive contexts that energize the 15 cultural practices associated with bulong. This paper
was fully cognizant of the fact that Bourdieu generated his four types of power from his
ethnographic researches in Algeria and France. Hence, this paper was open to the possibility
of uncovering types of power that Bourdieu did not notice from his fieldworks.
The second substantive section of this paper addressed the fourth guide question by
classifying the 15 structural models, using four taxonomizers, into six types. By reckoning
the frequencies and percentages of the 15 specific structural models against these six types,
this paper was able to establish the most common and the least common structural models
of the cultural practices associated with bulong.
The third substantive section addressed the fifth guide question by first gathering
some 28 instances of power undergirding the 15 cultural practices, as established in the first
substantive section of this paper. By looking into their Bourdieu type and their discursive
contexts, this paper was able to derive 14 more specific forms of power. By reckoning the
frequencies and percentages of the 28 manifestations of power against these 14 more
specific forms of power, this paper was able to establish the most common and the least
common specific forms of power that undergird the 15 cultural practices.
Fifteen Cultural Practices associated with Bulong
As already mentioned, this paper was able to gather 15 different Philippine cultural
practices associated with bulong. These cultural practices happen to belong in four domains:
1) religion and faith, 2) health, 3) politics and commerce, and 4) community and family lives.
This section shall describe each of the cultural practices, as clustered in their respective
domains, present their structural models, and explore their foundational powers.
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Bulong in the Domains of Religion and Faith
Bulong as Prayer to an Icon (Poon): Praying to an icon is practiced in many
Christianized parts of the Philippines. But the use of the word “bulong” in relation to such
practice is true only to the geography of the Tagalog ethno-linguistic group. Here, the
faithful person whispers his/her prayers to God, usually through a sacred icon, with the
expectation that God will grant him/her his/her intentions. The persons who wield power
in this practice are the sacred icon, representing Jesus of Nazareth or any Christian saint, and
God. In this cultural practice, the sacred icon, although it remains an object, is accorded by
the faithful the status of a person. In this cultural practice, the sacred icon serves as the
intermediary of God. The relatively powerless persons involved in this practice are the
faithful person, and other faithful person, who wishes to whisper their prayers to God.
Figure 2 presents the structural model of this cultural practice.

Figure 2. Structural Model of Bulong as Prayer to an Icon
The power wielded by this sacred icon is, however, neither economic, nor cultural,
nor social, nor symbolic. In the few essays of Bourdieu that dealt with religion, he suggested
that there is another form of power which he called “religious power” which is akin to
cultural power and pertains to the religious knowledge and mastery of rituals that are
controlled by the priests and religious workers of a given religion (Swartz, 1997). But the
power wielded by the sacred icon is not religious power either. In the Philippines, the
veneration of sacred icons can exist outside the control of the Catholic Church. From the
point of view of sociology of religion, the sacred icon is powerful only because the faithful
persons ascribe power on such an icon. Beyond the categories of Bourdieu, this paper shall
refer to this power as “creedal power.” In the same sense, the power wielded by God is also
a creedal power. The creedal power wielded by the sacred icon and God is within the
discursive context of the syncretism of the native and colonial worldviews in the sense that
the Christian Filipinos’ way of dealing and relating with the Christian sacred icons appears
to be continuous with the way the pre-Christian Filipinos deal and relate with their idols
(Agoncillo & Guerrero, 1983).
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Bulong as Prayer to God through the Ears of a Dying Person: It appears that the
cultural practice of whispering prayers God through the ears of a dying, or a very recently
dead, person happens only in the geography of the Tagalog ethno-linguistic group, where
the highest concentration of Chinese settlers and Chinese Filipinos can be found. It is
believed that this cultural practice was inherited by the Filipinos from the Chinese, or more
specifically from the Chinese Buddhists who whisper the name of Buddha to the ears of a
dying relative or friend (Dennis, 2009). In this Filipino cultural practice, a close relative or
friend of a dying person whispers his/her prayers to the latter’s ears with the expectation
that when the latter finally dies his/her soul will personally carry the prayers to God who
would consequently grant the said prayers. The persons who wield power in this practice
are the dying person and God; while the relatively powerless persons involved in this same
practice are the relatives and friends of the dying person. In this cultural practice, the dying
person serves as an intermediary of God. This cultural practice is more exclusive than the
preceding cultural practice of whispering intentions to an icon. Figure 3 presents the
structural model of this cultural practice:

Figure 3. Structural Model of bulong as prayer to God through the ears of a dying person

The power wielded by the dying person is also creedal and is more specifically based
on the assumption that since he/she is wavering between the worlds of the living and dead
he/she is in a privileged position to act as a messenger between humanity and divinity. The
power wielded by God is also creedal. The creedal power wielded by the dying person and
God is within the discursive context of the syncretism of the native and colonial worldviews
for the reason that the elements of ancient Filipino ancestral worship, the Chinese concern
for luck, or the Buddhist aspiration of a good afterlife, and the Christian ideas of afterlife
and divinity are intermingled in this cultural practice.
Bulong as Sacred Voice (Santong Boses): The mystical/psychological experience of
hearing sacred voices occurs in many parts of the Philippines even during the present times.
But the use of the word “bulong” in relation in such experience is true only to the geography
of the Tagalog ethno-linguistic group. Here, a particular person hears in his/her mind
voices that claim to be coming from God or some particular diwata, or ancient Filipino gods
and goddesses, instructing him/her to accomplish a given mission, such as proclaiming a
divine message, founding a cult or becoming a healer. The person who wields power in this
practice is God, or a particular diwata; while the relatively powerless person involved in this
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same practice is the chosen individual who hears the sacred voices. This cultural practice is
more exclusive than the preceding cultural practice of whispering intentions through the
ears of a dying person, as there are definitely less number of chosen individuals than there
are individuals who may have the opportunity of whispering their prayers to the ears of a
dying relative or friend. Figure 4 presents the structural model of this cultural practice:

Figure 4. Structural model of bulong as sacred voice
The power wielded by God, or a particular diwata, is again creedal that is also within
the discursive context of the syncretism of the native and colonial worldviews, based on the
fact that elements of the ancient Filipino and Christian theologies are blended in this
cultural practice. The trances of the babaylan, ancient Filipino priest/priestess, and would be
babaylan, are no different from the more contemporary accounts of individuals hearing the
voices of the Santo Niño, the Virgin Mary, the Holy Spirit, or any of the more famous patron
saints.
Bulong as Conscience: The moral experience of feeling the promptings of one’s
conscience occurs in practically all parts of the Philippines. But the use of the word “bulong”
in relation in such experience is true only to the geography of the Tagalog ethno-linguistic
group. Here, a particular person feels the promptings of his/her conscience in times of
moral dilemma that would guide him/her towards the right path. The persons who wield
power in this practice are one’s conscience and God. In this cultural practice, conscience,
although not a separate entity from the person, is accorded by this paper the status of a
person in the sense that many Filipinos conceptualize conscience as an inner self which is
the subject of the inner voices. God is part of this cultural practice in the sense that many
Filipinos associate the promptings of their conscience with the will and guidance of God.
Conscience, therefore, serves as an intermediary of God. Bulong as conscience is exclusive in
the sense that one’s conscience can only be felt by one’s self and by no other. Figure 5
presents the structural model of this cultural practice:
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Figure 5. Structural model of bulong as conscience

The power wielded by conscience and God is again creedal. But aside from the
creedal power wielded by conscience, it also has cultural power because it is the norms of
the circumscribing culture that mold and form such conscience. These creedal and cultural
powers are again within the discursive context of the syncretism of the native and colonial
worldviews as supported by the thought that Filipinos have native concepts of conscience,
such as “budhi” in the Tagalog language, “tanlag” in the Cebuano language, “rikna” and
“nakem” in the Ilocano language, and “balatyagon” in the Hiligaynon language, that were
all captured by the Spanish friars and linked to Christian morality and theology.
Bulong in the Domain of Health
Bulong as Medicine Man/Woman’s Incantation: The native Filipino medicine
man/woman’s mumbling of incantations while applying remedies on their patients is
practiced in many areas of the Philippines even in highly urbanized ones. But again the use
of the word “bulong” in relation in such practice is true only to the geography of the Tagalog
ethno-linguistic group. Here, the medicine man/woman’s incantations are intended to heal
their patients or ward off evil spirits that cause sickness (Tan, 2008). The persons who wield
power in this practice are the medicine man/woman and God, or a particular diwata, who
serve as the guarantor of the former’s power to heal or ward off malevolent spirits. The
relatively powerless persons involved in this same practice are the sick persons. This
cultural practice is as inclusive as the cultural practice of whispering prayers to an icon,
because anyone who believes in the healing power of the medicine man/woman can in
principle avail of his/her services. Figure 6 presents the structural model of this cultural
practice:
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Figure 6. Structural model of bulong as medicine man/woman’s incantation

The power wielded by the medicine man/woman and God, or a particular diwata,
here is again creedal. But aside from the creedal power wielded by the medicine
man/woman, he/she also has religious power in the sense that he/she learned the lore of
healing from older medicine men/women and is therefore in control of some lore that not
all people have access to. These creedal and religious powers are again within the discursive
context of the syncretism of the native and colonial worldviews in the sense that in this
cultural practice the ultimate guarantor of healing power are the interchangeable Christian
God and a particular diwata from the native Filipino theology. In addition, the native
Filipino medicine man/woman had been drawn to the mystery of the Spanish friar’s ritual
as manifested by the fact that the former had mimicked the otherwise incomprehensive
Latin prayers of the latter (Apostol, 2010).
Bulong as Traditional Herbal Medicine: The use of traditional and native herbal
medicine is widespread in the country, even in the highly urbanized areas. But the use of the
word “bulong” in relation to such use is true to the geography of the Hiligaynon, and
Bicolano ethno-linguistic groups, and partially of the Cebuano ethno-linguistic group, and
the other groups proximate to these aforementioned major ethno-linguistic groups. Among
the native Filipino medicine men/women, there is a kind that specializes in herbal
medicine. Among the Mangyans of the island of Mindoro, “pamulungan,” a term based on
the same root word “bulong,” is the name given to such kind of medicine men/women
(Chiong-Javier,1986). They are the persons who wield power in this practice, but unlike the
mumbling medicine men/women in the preceding practice the formers’ healing power is
not guaranteed by God or any diwata, but by the preparation of leaves, roots, barks, seeds
and oil extracts that they apply to their patients, the relatively powerless persons involved
in this same practice. This cultural practice is as inclusive as the cultural practice of
whispering prayers to an icon as well as the healing practice of the mumbling medicine
man/woman, in the same sense that anyone who believes in the healing power of the
native Filipino herbalist can in principle avail of his/her services. It must be noted that
bulong here is no longer a process or an action but has become a material object. Figure 7
presents the structural model of this cultural practice:
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Figure 7. Structural model of bulong as traditional herbal medicine

The power wielded by the native herbalist here is cultural for the reason that
he/she learned his/her lore on curative plants and their extracts from older native
herbalists. The difference between the native Filipino herbalist and the mumbling Filipino
medicine man/woman is that the former’s power is cultural while the latter’s is both
religious and creedal. This native herbalist’s cultural power is within the discursive context
of the native worldview.
Bulong as Modern Medicine: In the geography of Philippine ethno-linguistic groups
where traditional herbal medicine is known as “bulong” modern medicine that is dispensed
in health centers and drugstores also go with the same name. The big difference between
bulong as traditional herbal medicine and bulong as modern medicine is that the former is
directly backed up by the person who wields power, while in the latter such counterpart,
the corporate drug makers, is spatially detached from the cultural practice. Here, the
relatively powerless persons are the sick persons who expect healing from the chemical
properties of modern medicine. Due to the phenomenal spread and universality of modern
science, the cultural practice associated with bulong as modern medicine is even more
inclusive than the practice of whispering prayers to an icon, or of the healing practice of the
mumbling medicine man/woman, or even of the healing practice of the native Filipino
herbalist. Just like in the case of bulong as herbal medicine, bulong as modern medicine is
also no longer a process or an action but has become a material object. Figure 8 presents the
structural model of this cultural practice:
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Figure 8. Structural model of bulong as modern medicine

The power of this drug manufacturer is culturally based on the fact that it is founded
on the immense scientific knowledge accumulated through study and research. The
difference between the cultural powers of the modern drug manufacturer and the
traditional Filipino herbalist is that the former is discursively contextualized in the modern
worldview, while the latter is discursively contextualized in the native worldview.
Bulong as Curse (Sumpa): Cursing as casting a spell on an offender occurs in many
parts of the Philippines. But the use of the word “bulong” in relation in such practice is true
only to the geography of the Tagalog ethno-linguistic group. Bulong as curse could be the
mirror image of bulong as the native medicine man/woman’s incantation in the sense that
the former gives illness and malaise while the latter gives healing and wellness. But like in
the case of native healing, bulong as curse is also believed to be in an incomprehensible
language. The persons who wield power in the cultural practice of bulong as curse is a
special person known as mambubulong or buyagan and some malicious diwata or evil spirit
that serve as the guarantor of such malevolent power (Lieban, 1967). The relatively
powerless persons involved in this cultural practice are persons who wittingly or
unwittingly offended the mambubulong/buyagan or trespassed on the latter’s property.
Bulong as a curse is an inclusive practice in the sense that anyone can be a potential offender
of a mambubulong/buyagan. Figure 9 presents the structural model of this cultural practice:

Figure 9. Structural model of bulong as curse
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The power wielded by these mambubulong/buyagan, and malicious diwata or evil
spirit are creedal. But aside from the creedal power wielded by the mambubulong/buyagan,
he/she also has religious power as supported by the thought that he/she learned the lore of
cursing and casting spells from older mambubulongs/buyagans and is therefore in control of
some lore that not all people have access to. These creedal and religious powers are again
within the discursive context of the syncretism of the native and colonial worldviews in the
sense that in this cultural practice the ultimate guarantor of the dark power are also the
interchangeable devil of the Christian theology and some malevolent diwata from the native
Filipino theology. In addition, the native Filipino mambubulong/buyagan had also been
drawn to the mystery of the Spanish friar’s ritual as manifested by the fact that the former
had mimicked the otherwise incomprehensive Latin prayers of the latter.
Bulong in the Domains of Politics and Commerce:
Bulong as Request of a Politician during Elections: The politician’s personal
request for support from an ally before an election date is practiced in many parts of the
Philippines. But again the use of the word “bulong” in relation to such practice is true only
to the geography of the Tagalog ethno-linguistic group. Here, the politician, or his/her
staunch campaigner, would approach their ally to get their assurance for his/her vote and
renewed pledge of political support. In reality, the power relation in this cultural practice is
complex for the reason that such practice exists in two competing frameworks: the
traditional patronage politics and the modern democratic system. Within the framework of
patronage politics, it is the politician who wields power over the relatively powerless ally.
But within the framework of the democratic system, it is the ally who wields power over the
relatively powerless politician. These competing frameworks are the reason why the
powerful politician is forced to assume the humble begging posture in front of his ally.
However, it appears that it is patronage politics which proves to be the more dominant
framework for the reason that the ally usually fails to recognize his/her democratic power
over the politician and instead sees the latter’s request as an honor for being personally
approached by such a powerful person. Hence, at the bottom line, it is the politician who
wields power in this cultural practice, while it is the ally who is the relatively powerless
person. This practice is exclusivist because politicians only approach persons who they
deem to be part of their patronage. Figure 10 presents the structural model of this cultural
practice:

Figure 10. Structural Model of Bulong as Request of a Politician during Elections
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The power wielded by the politician is economic power in the sense that in the
Philippines money is needed to maintain political positions and money is generated by such
positions. Furthermore, the politician also wields symbolic power as an elected leader.
Although the ally possesses social power, when viewed within the framework of the
modern democratic system, this social power is overwhelmed, and therefore practically
cancelled, by the politician’s economic and symbolic powers. The discursive context of the
politician’s economic and symbolic powers is the syncretism of the native and modern
worldviews. This syncretism has already been alluded to in the above-mentioned
competition between patronage politics and democratic system in framing this same
cultural practice.
Bulong as Meeting: The practice of gathering together to address a given concern or
push for a given agenda is common in many areas of the country. But the use of the word
“bulong” in relation in such a process is true only to the geography of the Tagalog
ethno-linguistic group, where “bulungan” is the actual term. The powerful persons who
wield power here are the participants of such meetings who exchange their ideas, views,
insights and foresights to come up with the intended consensus and resolutions. Unlike the
preceding cultural practices, bulungan is a dialogical process. Bulungan is usually an
exclusive practice where individuals who are not supposed to be part of the collective are
barred from joining such meetings. Figure 11 presents the structural model of this cultural
practice:

Figure 11. Structural Model of Bulong as Meeting

The power wielded by these participating individuals or groups is social power that
would support the implementation and enforcement of the intended consensus and
resolutions. The discursive context of this social power is the syncretism of the native,
colonial and modern worldviews for the reason that the native bulungan has successfully
traversed history and has either incorporated within it elements of the colonial and modern
worldviews, if seen from an evolutionary framework, or retained within it elements of the
native and colonial worldviews, if seen from a genetic framework.
Bulong as Peace Talks: Bulong as peace talks is a more specific and elaborate form of
the bulungan mentioned above. This has survived in the relatively uncolonized areas of the
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Cordillera, where the police and judicial powers of the state have an unstable presence, and
where it is known as “budong.” Just like in bulungan, the powerful persons who wield power
in budong are the participants of such talks who exchange their ideas, views, insights and
foresights to come up with a peace agreement and prevent a looming clan/tribal war. Like
bulungan, budong is also a dialogical process. Like bulungan, budong is also an exclusive
practice where other groups that are not part of the conflict are barred from joining such
talks. Figure 12 presents the structural model of this cultural practice:

Figure 12: Structural model of bulong as peace talks

The power wielded by these participating groups or tribes is also a social power that
would support the implementation and enforcement of the intended peace agreement. The
discursive context of such social power is the native worldview that due to the relative
isolation of the Cordillera was not spoiled or altered by Spanish colonization. Even if the
Americans were able to subdue the region; the modern worldview was not able to totally
dominate at least some of its areas. It was already mentioned that budong subsists because of
the modern state’s failure to firmly root its police and judicial powers in such areas,
prompting some groups and tribes to rely on their traditional peacekeeping mechanism.
Bulong as Auction: Bulong as auction is also a more specific form of bulungan as
meeting. It may also be practiced in many areas of the country, but the use of the word
“bulong” in relation with it can be found in the more definite areas within the geography of
the Tagalog ethno-linguistic group, such as in Batangas for the auction of cattle, in Malabon
and Paranaque, Metro Manila, for the auction of fish, and in Cavite for the auction of coffee
beans (Delgado, 2004). “Bulungan” is also the actual Tagalog/Filipino term for this cultural
practice. It appears that auctions in these specific contexts are not totally open and rowdy
affairs but toned down and secretive transactions, where the relatively powerless buyers
whisper their offers to the powerful seller with the intention of getting the privilege of
eventually buying the auctioned goods. This practice is theoretically inclusive in the sense
that any buyer can participate in the auction. But since the process has secretive dimensions,
it is possible that the suki, the customary buyer, gets some preferential option in cases when
the difference of his/her offer from the highest bidder is not that wide. Figure 13 presents
the structural model of this cultural practice:
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Figure 13. Structural Model of Bulong as Auction

The power wielded by the seller is economic, in the specific form of the
goods/produce that he/she initially possesses. But it is also social in the sense it seeks to
preserve the more traditional bond with the suki. The discursive context of these economic
and social powers is the syncretism of the native and colonial worldviews. It is native based
on the fact that it gives preferential option to suki while at the same time remaining open to
the substantially highest bidder. It is colonial as supported by the thought that the
alternative Filipino word for “auction” is “subastahan” which is a derivative of the Spanish
word “subasta,” and which suggests that it was the Spaniards who brought this western
method of business transaction into the country.
Bulong in the Domains of Community and Family Lives
Bulong as Gossiping: Bulong as gossiping is practiced in many areas of the country.
But the word “bulong” in relation to such practice is used only in the geography of the
Tagalog ethno-linguistic group, where “bulung-bulungan” is the actual term. Most Filipinos
engage in bulung-bulungan at one time or another, but they do not want to be openly
noticed engaging in this rather unsavory cultural practice. Even if the gossip mongers are
negatively perceived, they still wield certain forms of power by the very fact that they can
damage reputations. The expected effect of bulung-bulungan seems to be the pleasure
derived from the exchange of information and maybe to backbite some other persons. Like
bulungan as meeting and budong, bulung-bulungan is also a dialogical process. Like bulungan
as meeting and budong, bulung-bulungan is also an exclusive practice in the sense that people
exchange gossip only with other people who are close to them. But unlike in bulungan as
meeting and in budong, the toned down voice of bulung-bulungan is not a sign of sincerity
and earnestness, but more of the clandestine nature of gossiping. Figure 14 presents the
structural model of this cultural practice:
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Figure 14: Structural Model of Bulong as Gossiping

The power wielded by these gossip mongers is cultural in the sense that this pertains
to some information no matter if these are reliable or not, savory or not. Such cultural power
is discursively contextualized in the syncretism of the native, colonial and modern
worldviews.
Bulong as Traditional Marriage Negotiation: Bulong as a traditional marriage
negotiation was once practiced widely in the country, but is now a rare occurrence in the
isolated rural settings. Again, the use of the word “bulong” in relation with this practice can
be found only in a very specific area within the geography of the Tagalog ethno-linguistic
group, the province of Batangas, where it is also called “bulungan” (Anima, 1975). The
persons who wield power here are the family members of the bride to be who can grant or
refuse the marriage proposal of the family members of the groom to be, the relatively
powerless persons in this cultural practice. Bulungan as a traditional marriage negotiation is
an exclusive practice where only the family members of the bride to be and groom to be are
involved. An intermediary may be present in the person of an individual who is commonly
known or respected by both families, but his/her rule is just to properly start the
negotiation. Figure 15 presents the structural model of this cultural practice:

Figure 15. Structural model of bulong as traditional marriage negotiation
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The power of the family of the bride appears to be economic for the reason that a
desirable bride to be is not a common person and is therefore subject to competition among
grooms to be. A desirable bride to be is analogous to a desirable commodity. In the context
of the traditional Philippine societies, where bride price, instead of the dowry, is the
customary compensation, it is the family of the bride-to-be that chooses the most suitable
groom to be. The discursive context of this economic power is the native worldview.
Bulong as Contemporary Marriage Negotiation: The cultural practice of marriage
negotiation between the families of the bride to be and groom to be persisted to the present
times in practically all areas of the Philippines. But modernity has drastically altered the
traditional structure of this same practice. Instead of a transaction between a powerful and a
powerless party, the modern Filipino marriage negotiation has become a transaction of two
powerful parties. Such negotiation is no longer about whether the family of the bride to be
will accede or not to the proposal of the groom to be, but more about the actual planning of
the marriage ceremony. The contemporary Filipino marriage negotiation does not involve
the traditional bride price anymore, although it preserved the principle that the family of
the groom-to-be should spend more for the forthcoming ceremony. Like bulungan as
meeting, budong and bulung-bulungan, bulungan as contemporary marriage negotiation is
also a dialogical process. Bulungan as a contemporary marriage negotiation remains an
exclusive practice where only the members of the two families are involved. The traditional
intermediary may still be an optional feature of this negotiation. Figure 16 presents the
structural model of this cultural practice:

Figure 16. Structural Model of Bulong as Contemporary Marriage Negotiation

The power wielded by these families are cultural and economic based on the fact
that modern Filipino marriages are partnerships between a male and a female who more or
less possess equal cultural and/or economic powers. The discursive context of these
cultural and economic powers is the syncretism of the native, colonial and modern
worldviews. It has a tinge of the native worldview as supported by the thought that it
preserved the essence of the bride price in the form of the obligation of the family of the
groom to be to spend more for the marriage ceremony if not shoulder the totality of the
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expenses of such ceremony. It is colonial in the sense that this kind of negotiation would
usually lead towards a religious wedding ceremony instead of a civil ceremony. And it is
modern in the sense that modernity has already altered the traditional marriage negotiation
into a more egalitarian consensus building process.
Six Types of Cultural Practices Associated with Bulong Based on Their Structural Models
This subsection shall start its task of looking for the most common and the least
common structural models by classifying first the 15 cultural practices associated with
bulong using four taxonomizers, or principles of classification: 1) whether the bulong in a
given cultural practice is a material object or an immaterial process; 2) whether the bulong in
a given cultural practice is dialogical or not; 3) whether in a given cultural practice an
intermediary is involved or not; and 4) whether in a given cultural practice the one who
performs/provides the bulong is the person/s who wield/s power or the relatively
powerless person/s. Using these four taxonomizers, Figure 17 shows how this paper came
up with six types of cultural practices associated with bulong:

Figure 17. Classification of the 15 cultural practices associated with bulong using four
taxonomizers

Figure 17 produces six types of cultural practices associated with bulong: 1) type of
cultural practices where bulong directly and humbly requests; 2) type of cultural practices
where bulong directly commands; 3) type of cultural practices where bulong is done to an
intermediary; 4) type of cultural practices where bulong is done by an intermediary; 5) type
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of cultural practices where bulong is dialogical; and 6) type of cultural practices where bulong
is material.
Type of Cultural Practices where Bulong Directly and Humbly Requests
For the cultural practices where bulong directly and humbly requests, bulong is not a
material object, meaning to say it is a process; it is not dialogical, meaning to say it moves
only in one direction; it does not involve any intermediary; and it is done by the relatively
powerless person/s to the person/s who wield/s power. Figure 18 shows the structural
model of this type of cultural practices:

Figure 18. Structural Model of the Type of Cultural Practices where Bulong Directly and
Humbly Requests

The specific cultural practices under this type are: 1) bulong as auction, and 2) bulong
as traditional marriage negotiation. The toned down voice of the relatively powerless
person/s in this type of cultural practices signifies two things: the humility and sincerity of
the relatively powerless person/s in front of the person/s who wield/s power; and the
exclusivity of the process. Even though bulong as an auction is supposed to be an inclusive
process, it has some dimensions of exclusivity in the sense that it gives preferential option to
the suki.
Type Cultural Practices where Bulong Directly Commands
For the cultural practices where bulong directly commands, bulong remains not a
material object; not dialogical; it still does not involve any intermediary; however, bulong in
these cultural practices is done by the person/s who wield/s power to the relatively
powerless person/s. Figure 19 shows the structural model of this type of cultural practices:
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Figure 19. Structural Model of the Type Cultural Practices where Bulong Directly Commands
The specific cultural practices under this type are bulong as sacred voice and bulong
as request of a politician during elections. The toned down voice of the person/s who
wield/s power in this type of cultural practices signifies two things again: the gravity and
seriousness of the intention, and the exclusivity of the process.
Type of Cultural Practices where Bulong is Done to an Intermediary
For the cultural practices where bulong is done to an intermediary, bulong remains
not a material object; and not dialogical; it, however, involves an intermediary; and it is
done by the relatively powerless person/s to the relatively powerful intermediary. Figure 20
shows the structural model of this type of cultural practices:

Figure 20. Structural model of the type of cultural practices where bulong is done to an
intermediary
The specific cultural practices under this type are: 1) bulong as prayer to an icon, and
2) bulong as prayer to God through the ears of a dying person. The toned down voice of the
relatively powerless person/s in this type of cultural practices signifies his/her/their
humility and sincerity in front of the person/s who wield/s power.
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Type of Cultural Practices where Bulong is Done by an Intermediary
For the cultural practices where bulong is done by an intermediary, bulong remains
not a material object; and not dialogical; it also involves an intermediary; and is, however,
done by the relatively powerful intermediary to the relatively powerless person/s. Figure
21 shows the structural model of this type of cultural practices:

Figure 21. Structural model of the type of cultural practices where bulong is done by an
intermediary
The specific cultural practices under this type are: 1) bulong as conscience, 2) bulong
as medicine man/woman’s incantation, and 3) bulong as curse. The toned down voice of the
relatively powerful intermediary in this type of cultural practices signifies the spiritual and
magical dimensions of bulong.
Type of Cultural Practices where Bulong is Dialogical
For the cultural practices where bulong is dialogical, bulong remains not a material
object; but is dialogical in the sense that bulong is exchanged among the participating
persons; furthermore, it does not involve intermediaries; and it is done among persons who
wield power, as relatively powerless persons have not part in this type of cultural practices.
Figure 22 shows the structural model of this type of cultural practices:

Figure 22. Structural model of the type of cultural practices where bulong is dialogical
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The specific cultural practices under this type are: 1) bulong as meeting, 2) bulong as
peace talks, 3) bulong as contemporary marriage negotiation, and 4) bulong as gossiping. The
toned down voice of the persons who wield power in this type of cultural practices signifies
caution, exclusivity of the process, and, except for bulong as gossiping, sincerity.
Type of Cultural Practices where Bulong is Material
For the cultural practices where bulong is material, bulong becomes a material object
instead of an immaterial process; it is, however, not dialogical; it also does not involve
intermediaries; and it is done by the person/s who wield/s power to the relatively
powerless persons. Figure 23 shows the structural model of this type of cultural practices:

Figure 23: Structural model of the type of cultural practices where bulong is material

The specific cultural practices under this type are: 1) bulong as traditional herbal
medicine, and 2) bulong as modern medicine. Material bulong alludes to three possible
etymological origins: first could be these medicines’ historical drifting away from the
incantations that traditionally accompanied them; second could be the fact that “bulong” is
also the name for “leaf” in some Philippine ethno-linguistic group, and leaves constitute a
large portion of traditional Philippine herbal remedies; and third could be the fact that
“bulong” also means “wonder” and “amazement” in some Visayan languages.
The Most Common and the Least Common Structural Models
Among these six structural models of the cultural practices associated with bulong,
the most common one is the structural model for the type of cultural practices where bulong
is dialogical, that has four specific cultural practices; this is followed by structural model for
the type of cultural practices where bulong is done by an intermediary, that has three
specific cultural practices. The remaining four structural models have two specific cultural
practices each. This fact prevents this paper from pinpointing the least common among the
six structural models.
However, if we opt to look for the most common and the least common structural
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model by setting aside the six typical structural models, and instead break apart the 15
specific structural models using the four taxonomizers used in coming up with the same six
typical models, entirely different pictures would emerge. Table 1 presents the frequencies
and percentages of the 15 manifestations of bulong against the four taxonomizers:

Table 1. Frequencies and percentages of the 15 cultural practices associated with bulong
against the four taxonomizers
Taxonomizer
Material
Dialogical
Involvement of an
Intermediary
Bulong of the
Powerful

Frequency
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

2
13
4
11
5
10
11
4

Percentag
e
13%
87%
27%
73%
33%
67%
73%
27%

Based on Table 1, the most common composite structural model of a cultural
practice associated with bulong is something that is not material (87%), not dialogical (73%),
does not involve intermediaries (67%), and is done by the relatively powerful person/s
(73%). Figure 24 presents this composite structural model:

Figure 24. Composite structural model of the most common structural practice associated
with bulong
Based on the same Table 1, the least common composite structural model of a
cultural practice associated with bulong is something that is material (13%), dialogical (27%),
involves intermediaries (33%), and is done by the relatively powerless persons (27%).
Figure 25 presents this composite structural model:
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Figure 25. Composite structural model of the least common structural practice associated
with bulong

It must be noted that none of the 15 cultural practices associated with bulong that this
paper examined would actually fit into the most common and least common composite
models. However, this paper does not also preclude the possibility that some other cultural
practices associated with bulong that this paper failed to consider might fit into the said
composite structural models.
Fourteen Forms of Foundational Power of the Cultural Practices Associated With Bulong
This subsection shall start its task of looking for the most common and the least
common forms of power that undergird the 15 cultural practices associated with bulong by
first gathering together these forms of power from the discussions of the second section of
this paper. These are presented in Table 2:

Table 2: The modes of power and their corresponding discursive contexts involved in the 15
cultural practices associated with bulong
Domain/s

Religion &
Faith

Bulong as Prayer to an Icon
(Poon)
Bulong as a Prayer to God
through the Ears of a Dying
Person

Icon
God
Dying Person

Type of
Foundational
Power
Creedal
Creedal
Creedal

God

Creedal

Bulong as Sacred Voice

God/Diwata

Creedal

Conscience
God
Medicine
Man/Woman
God/Diwata
Traditional
Herbalist

Cultural & Creedal
Creedal
Religious &
Creedal
Creedal

Cultural Practice Associated
with Bulong

Bulong as Conscience

Health

Bulong as Medicine
Man/Woman’s Incantation
Bulong as Traditional Herbal
Medicine

Wielder of Power

Cultural

Discursive Context
Native and Colonial
Syncretism
Native and Colonial
Syncretism
Native and Colonial
Syncretism
Native and Colonial
Syncretism
Native and Colonial
Syncretism
Native
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Bulong as Modern Medicine
Bulong as Curse (Sumpa)
Bulong as Request of a
Politician during Elections
Politics &
Commerc
e

Bulong as Meeting
Bulong as Peace Talks
Bulong as Auction
Bulong as Gossiping

Communi
ty &
Family
Lives

Bulong as Traditional
Marriage Negotiation
Bulong as Contemporary
Marriage Negotiation

Manufacturer
Mambubulong/
Buyagan
Diwata/Evil
Power
Politician
Individuals/Grou
ps
Groups/Tribes

Cultural
Religious &
Creedal

Modern
Native and Colonial
Syncretism

Creedal
Economic &
Symbolic

Native and Modern
Syncretism
Native, Colonial and
Modern Syncretism
Native
Native and Colonial
Syncretism
Native, Colonial and
Modern Syncretism

Social
Social

Seller

Economic & Social

Persons

Cultural

Bride’s Family

Economic

Bride’s Family

Cultural &
Economic

Groom’s Family

Cultural & Economic

Native
Native, Colonial and
Modern Syncretism

Table 2 shows 21 powerful persons wielding 28 instances of power in 15 discursive
contexts. The combination of the types of power according to Bourdieu with their
respective discursive contexts produces 14 different forms of power: 1) native economic
power; 2) native cultural power; 3) native social power; 4) syncretistic native and colonial
economic power; 5) syncretistic native and colonial cultural power; 6) syncretistic native
and colonial social power; 7) syncretistic native and colonial creedal power; 8) syncretistic
native and colonial religious power; 9) syncretistic native and modern economic power; 10)
syncretistic native and modern economic power; 11) syncretistic native, colonial and
modern economic power; 12) syncretistic native, colonial and modern cultural power; 13)
syncretistic native, colonial and modern social power; and 14) modern cultural power. Table
3 looks at the frequencies of these 28 instances of power against these 14 forms of power:

Table 3. Fourteen forms of power and their corresponding frequencies and percentages

Form of Power

Modern Cultural Power
Native Cultural Power

Wielder of Power

Manufacturer
Traditional
Herbalist

Native Economic Power

Bride’s Family

Native Social Power

Groups/Tribes
Medicine
Man/Woman

Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Creedal Power

Dying Person

Cultural Practice Associated with
Bulong

Bulong as Modern Medicine
Bulong as Traditional Herbal
Medicine
Bulong as Traditional Marriage
Negotiation
Bulong as Peace Talks
Bulong as Medicine Man/Woman’s
Incantation
Bulong as a Prayer to God through
the Ears of a Dying Person

Health

1

P
e
r
c
e
n
t
a
g
e
4%

Health

1

4%

1

4%

1

4%

11

39%

Domain/s

Community &
Family Lives
Politics & Commerce

F
r
e
q
u
e
n
c
y

Health
Religion & Faith
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God
Conscience
God
Mambubulong/
Buyagan
Diwata/Evil Power
God/Diwata
Icon
God
Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Cultural Power
Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Economic
Power
Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Religious
Power
Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Social Power
Syncretistic Native and
Modern Economic
Power
Syncretistic Native and
Modern Symbolic Power

Syncretistic Native,
Colonial and Modern
Social Power

Religion & Faith
Religion & Faith

Bulong as Curse (Sumpa)

Health

Bulong as Curse (Sumpa)

Health

Bulong as Medicine Man/Woman’s
Incantation
Bulong as Prayer to an Icon (Poon)
Bulong as Prayer to an Icon (Poon)

Health
Religion & Faith
Religion & Faith

Bulong as Sacred Voice

Religion & Faith

Conscience

Bulong as Conscience

Religion & Faith

1

4%

Bulong as Auction

Politics & Commerce

1

4%

Bulong as Curse (Sumpa)

Health

Bulong as Medicine Man/Woman’s
Incantation

2

7%

Health

Bulong as Auction

Politics & Commerce

1

4%

Politician

Bulong as Request of a Politician
during Elections

Politics & Commerce

1

4%

Politician

Bulong as Request of a Politician
during Elections

Politics & Commerce

1

4%

3

11%

2

7%

1

4%

Seller
Mambubulong/
Buyagan
Medicine
Man/Woman
Seller

Bride’s Family
Groom’s Family

Syncretistic Native,
Colonial and Modern
Economic Power

Religion & Faith

God/Diwata

Persons
Syncretistic Native,
Colonial and Modern
Cultural Power

Bulong as a Prayer to God through
the Ears of a Dying Person
Bulong as Conscience
Bulong as Conscience

Bride’s Family
Groom’s Family
Individuals/Group
s

Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation
Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation
Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation
Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation

Community &
Family Lives
Community &
Family Lives
Community &
Family Lives
Community &
Family Lives
Community &
Family Lives

Bulong as Meeting

Politics & Commerce

Bulong as Gossiping

Table 3 reveals that the most common form of power that undergird the 15 cultural
practices associated with bulong is syncretistic native and colonial creedal power (39%),
followed by syncretistic native, colonial and modern cultural power (11%), syncretistic
native and colonial religious power (7%), and syncretistic native, colonial and modern
economic power (7%). The remaining ten forms occurred only once each (4%). This fact
prevents this paper from pinpointing the least common among the 14 forms of power that
undergird the 15 cultural practices associated with bulong.
However, if we opt to look for the most common and the least common forms of
power by setting aside the 14 forms generated by Table 2, and instead break apart the 28
instances of power using as taxonomizers the modified types of power according to
Bourdieu and the discursive contexts, a slightly different picture would emerge. Table 4
presents the frequencies and percentages of the 28 instances of power against the two
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taxonomizers:

Table 4: Frequencies and percentages of the 28 instances of power against the two
taxonomizers

Boudieu’s
Power

Discursive
Context

Taxonomizer
Cultural
Economic
Social
Symbolic
Religious
Creedal
Native
Colonial
Modern
Syncretism of Native and
Colonial
Syncretism of Native and
Modern
Syncretism of Colonial and
Modern
Syncretism
of
Native,
Colonial and Modern

Frequency
6
5
3
1
2
11
3
0
1

Percentage
21%
18%
11%
4%
7%
39%
11%
0%
4%

16

57%

2

7%

0

0%

6

21%

Based on Table 4, the most common composite form power is still the syncretistic
native and colonial (57%) creedal (39%) power; while the least common composite form of
power are colonial (0%) symbolic (1%) power, and syncretistic colonial and modern (0%)
symbolic (1%) power.
Table 5 looks into the occurrences of the 14 forms of power per domain:
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Table 5. Fourteen forms of power and their corresponding frequencies and percentages in
the four domains

Domain/s

Form of Power

Cultural Practice Associated
with Bulong

F
r
e
q
u
e
n
c
y

P
e
r
c
e
n
t
a
g
e

Conscience
God
Icon
God
God/Diwata

Bulong as a Prayer to God through
the Ears of a Dying Person
Bulong as a Prayer to God through
the Ears of a Dying Person
Bulong as Conscience
Bulong as Conscience
Bulong as Prayer to an Icon (Poon)
Bulong as Prayer to an Icon (Poon)
Bulong as Sacred Voice

7

87%

Conscience

Bulong as Conscience

1

13%

Bulong as Modern Medicine
Bulong as Traditional Herbal
Medicine
Bulong as Medicine Man/Woman’s
Incantation

1

13%

1

13%

4

50%

2

25%

Bulong as Peace Talks

1

17%

Seller

Bulong as Auction

1

17%

Seller

Bulong as Auction

1

17%

Politician

Bulong as Request of a Politician
during Elections

1

17%

Politician

Bulong as Request of a Politician
during Elections

1

17%

Bulong as Meeting

1

17%

1

17%

3

50%

Wielder of
Power

Dying Person
God
Religion &
Faith

Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Creedal Power

Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Cultural Power
Modern Cultural Power
Native Cultural Power

Health

Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Creedal Power

Manufacturer
Traditional
Herbalist
Medicine
Man/Woman
Mambubulong/
Buyagan
Diwata/Evil Power
God/Diwata

Politics &
Commerce

Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Religious
Power

Mambubulong/
Buyagan
Medicine
Man/Woman

Native Social Power

Groups/Tribes

Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Economic
Power
Syncretistic Native and
Colonial Social Power
Syncretistic Native and
Modern Economic
Power
Syncretistic Native and
Modern Symbolic
Power
Syncretistic Native,
Colonial and Modern
Social Power
Native Economic Power

Communit
y & Family
Lives

Individuals/Group
s
Bride’s Family
Persons

Syncretistic Native,
Colonial and Modern
Cultural Power

Bride’s Family
Groom’s Family

Bulong as Curse (Sumpa)
Bulong as Curse (Sumpa)
Bulong as Medicine Man/Woman’s
Incantation
Bulong as Curse (Sumpa)
Bulong as Medicine Man/Woman’s
Incantation

Bulong as Traditional Marriage
Negotiation
Bulong as Gossiping
Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation
Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation
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Syncretistic Native,
Colonial and Modern
Economic Power

Bride’s Family

Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation

Groom’s Family

Bulong as Contemporary Marriage
Negotiation

2

33%

Table 5 shows that there are only two forms of power that undergird the cultural
practices in the domains of religion and faith: 1) syncretistic native and colonial creedal
power (87%); and 2) syncretistic native and colonial cultural power (13%).
Table 5 also shows that there are four forms of power that undergird the cultural
practices in the domain of health: 1) syncretistic native and colonial creedal power (50%); 2)
syncretistic native and colonial religious power (25%); 3) modern cultural power (13%); and
4) native cultural power (13%).
Table 5 also shows that there are six forms of power that undergird the cultural
practices in the domains of politics and commerce: 1) native social power (17%); 2)
syncretistic native and colonial economic power (17%); 3) syncretistic native and colonial
social power (17%); 4) syncretistic native and modern economic power (17%); 5) syncretistic
native and modern symbolic power (17%); and 6) syncretistic native, colonial and modern
social power (17%).
Table 5 lastly shows that there are three forms of power that undergird the cultural
practices in the domains of community and family lives: 1) syncretistic native, colonial and
modern cultural power (50%); 2) syncretistic native, colonial and modern economic power
(33%); and 3) native economic power (17%).
Whereas syncretistic native and colonial creedal power is predominant in the
domains of religion and faith as well as in the domain of health, and syncretistic native,
colonial and modern cultural power is predominant in the domains of community and
family lives, there is no single form of power that is predominant in domains of politics and
commerce.
Conclusion
By profiling and comparatively analyzing some 15 cultural practices associated with
bulong, this paper was able to establish a number of findings. First, that it is possible to
group the 15 structural models of the said cultural practices into six types, namely: 1) the
type of structural models where bulong directly and humbly requests; 2) the type of
structural models where bulong directly commands; 3) the type of structural models where
bulong is done to an intermediary; 4) the type of structural models where bulong is done by
an intermediary; 5) the type of structural models where bulong is dialogical; and 6) the type
of structural models where bulong is material. Second, that there are some reasons why the
agents’ voices are toned down in most of these practices: the humility of the powerless
agents, the powerful agents’ emphasis on the exclusivity of the process, the exclusivity of
the process, the sincerity of the agents, and the gravity and sacredness of the process.
Third, that the most common among the six types of structural models is the one
where bulong is dialogical. Fourth, that if the 15 structural models are broken apart using
the four taxonomizers that generated the six types of structural models, the most common
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composite structural model that would emerge is something that is not material, not
dialogical, does not involve intermediaries, and is done by the relatively powerful person/s
(Cf. Figure 24). Fifth, that if the 15 structural models are again broken apart using the four
taxonomizers that generated the six types of structural models, the least common
composite structural model that would emerge is something that is material, dialogical,
involves intermediaries, and is done by the relatively powerless persons (Cf. Figure 25).
Sixth, that Bourdieu’s four primary types of power would turn out to be insufficient
in analyzing the foundational power of the 15 cultural practices associated with bulong.
This would remain true even if his less known religious power is brought into the picture,
for the reason that a number of these cultural practices are founded on an entirely different
type of power that this paper labeled “creedal power.” Hence, instead of just working with
four types of power, this paper worked with six, namely: economic, cultural, social,
symbolic, religious and creedal power. Seventh, that by connecting these six types of power
with seven possible discursive contexts, this paper was able to work with 42 more specific
forms of power. Of these 42 more specific forms of power, only 14 occurred as foundations
of the 28 instances of power involved with the 15 cultural practices under investigation,
namely: 1) native economic power; 2) native cultural power; 3) native social power; 4)
syncretistic native and colonial economic power; 5) syncretistic native and colonial cultural
power; 6) syncretistic native and colonial social power; 7) syncretistic native and colonial
creedal power; 8) syncretistic native and colonial religious power; 9) syncretistic native and
modern economic power; 10) syncretistic native and modern economic power; 11)
syncretistic native, colonial and modern economic power; 12) syncretistic native, colonial
and modern cultural power; 13) syncretistic native, colonial and modern social power; and
14) modern cultural power.
Eighth, that among these 14 specific forms of power that undergird the 15 cultural
practices associated with bulong, the most common is syncretistic native and colonial creedal
power. Ninth, that syncretistic native and colonial creedal power is the most common
specific form of power in the domains of religion and faith, as well as in the domain of
health; that syncretistic native, colonial and modern cultural power is the most common
specific form of power in the domains of community and family lives; and that there is no
single specific form of power that predominates in the domains of politics and commerce.
Tenth, that if the 14 specific forms of power are broken down using as taxonomizers the
modified types of power according to Bourdieu and the discursive contexts, the most
common would still be the syncretistic native and colonial creedal power. Eleventh, that if
the 14 specific forms of power are broken down again using as taxonomizers the modified
types of power according to Bourdieu and the discursive contexts, the most least common
would be the colonial symbolic power and the syncretistic colonial and modern symbolic
power.
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